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Abstract: The growing list of high-net-worth individuals and a burgeoning young middle class puts India at the second fastest 

growing market behind China. New trends seem to be emerging here with digital marketing and the democratizing of luxury. 

Even the speed of transformations in consumers is considerably higher than expected by luxury brand owners. India’s love affair 

with luxury is not new. India is traditionally a rich country and thus in India luxury is not alien. The country is famous for its 

majestic and glorious period where sultans, nizams, nawabs and maharajas were having wealth and power to live unparalleled 

opulent and luxurious lives. The Indian luxury service market could be broadly broken down into categories: Fine dining (Hotels 

and restaurants), travel and tourism (Resorts), concierge service and spas. The conceptual paper is descriptive by nature and with 

the help of secondary data serves to examine insights into what drives this category of services, new trending as well as problems 

encountered. The objectives of this study include: firstly, to determine the drivers leading to growth of Indian luxury service 

market, secondly, to understand, examine and analyze the impact of digitalization on Indian luxury service market and thirdly, to 

determine the challenges faced by Indian luxury service market. This study has important implications for both marketers as well 

as researchers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Oxford Dictionary has defined ‘Luxury’ as ‘A state of great comfort or elegance, especially when involving great 

expense’.(Dictionaries, 2015). Interestingly, the origins of this word dates back from Middle English denoting ‘lechery’ and Old 

French ‘luxurie’ and Latin ‘luxuria’ and ‘luxus’ meaning “excess”. 

The majority (53%) of luxury goods and services marketers started in the luxury market since 2000, with nearly 80% entering the 

luxury arena since 1980. 

In India luxury is not alien. India is famous for its glorious period where sultans, nizams, nawabs and maharajas were having 

wealth and power to live unparalleled palatial and luxurious lives. The dawn of liberalization, globalization and privatization has 

once again given momentum to the dormant desires of the modern maharajas (Industrialists, entrepreneurs, young professionals 

and rural rich people). Over the past decades, the luxury market is flourishing and establishing its reputation globally. The luxury 

players are optimistic about the Indian luxury market after looking at growing Indian luxury market size and positive consumer 

sentiments. Today, luxury is perceived as high in experience dimension unlike a mere material possession as perceived 

traditionally. 

Luxury market constitutes both luxury goods and luxury services. Luxury services include- Fine dining (Hotels and restaurants), 

travel and tourism (Resorts), concierge service and spas. 

Luxurious consumption in India constitutes only 1 to 2 per cent of the luxury at the global level. However, India is becoming a 

leading global destination for the luxury services one of the reasons being significant increase in the HNI population and therefore 

an overall rise in the disposable income. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The rise in urban elite class coupled with growing Indians in the billionaire’s club has encouraged luxury players to woo Indian 

consumers. 55 billionaires with total net worth of USD 194 billion added to the global billionaire list from India (KPMG-

ASSOCHAM “Indian Luxury Summit 2014”. 

Indian Hotels, which runs the Taj Group, is getting more travellers in the luxury segment that at the economical end of the 

business, underscoring quickening demand for premium and swish accommodation than budget stays at its properties. In the past 

one year, supply in the luxury segment has expanded at 3.2 per cent while demand climbed 5 per cent. This ratio is rather 

unfavourable in all segments below the upper upscale segment. Analysts point out that consistent demand from the business 

segment and increasing domestic travel are driving the revenue per available room at high-end hotels. In the business segment, 
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Meetings, Incentives, Conferencing, Exhibitions (MICE) is providing stable business. Analysts say that demand from the MICE 

segment is boosting occupancy rates and RevPAR. (Rajesh Naidu,2019) 

German luxury hotel chain Kempinski announced plans to operate three new hotels in the country by 2020, in Kolkata, Mumbai 

and Kerala. Hong-Kong-based Mandarin Oriental Hotels, which currently has 13 hotels in Asia, has also singled out India as one 

of its top development priorities. The number of hotels has multiplied as well--doubling every 10 years, with luxury hotels being 

the fastest growing segment, according to state tourism department data from 1998. The growth in the number of Category A 

hotels, which includes luxury hotels, is the highest among all hotel categories under the Goa, Daman and Diu Registration of 

Tourist Trade Act of 1982, and have risen from 29 in 1998 to 42 in 2008 to 113 as of March 31, 2018, data show. One-half of 

hotels in this category are “star hotels” which are an even more luxurious category of hotels. (Nihar Gokhale,2018) 

Government initiatives have helped luxury services in India to grow. Increased connectivity amongst less popular and newer 

destinations thanks to the UDAN (Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik) scheme by the Government of India and additional flight routes and 

the launch of operations by airliners to international locations from non-metro and tier 2 towns will drive demand for hotels. 

Furthermore, Government initiatives like Smart City, Swadesh Darshan, and Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual 

Augmentation Drive (PRASAD) and the likes, will also propel business and religious travel. (Jean Michel casse’, C00-india and 

South Asia, Accor hotels) 

Urban Indians are also no longer as price-sensitive as they were before. A recent survey by travel portal Yatra revealed that 

luxury vacations are becoming increasingly popular, with 48% of Indians willing to spend more than INR 50,000, per person. 

Seductive images of picture-perfect vacations have infiltrated our lives, via the movies, Instagram and Facebook, enticing more of 

us to experience luxury for ourselves, firsthand. (Palmex India, 2017) 

While the exact size of the industry is still unknown, the luxury concierge services industry in India is set to grow in India over 

the next few years to cater to the rising demands for such services. Experts believe that even during a slowdown, the luxury 

concierge services is one industry that would not be affected. From travel to exotic locations, exclusive private dining reservations 

in high-end restaurants, personal shopping stylist at your beck and call, getting authentic artwork from auctions to making 

Beyonce sing at your party, luxury concierge services are playing the genie to the ultra-rich in the country (Abhay Gupta,2018) 

Health and beauty salon Industry is growing exponentially in Indian market especially in last decade which is equal to USA and 

European markets. The raising affluence of various segments, the change in needs, smart phone revolution, social media pressures 

and also the peer influence has changed the consumption pattern of beauty services. Every female is concerned about their beauty 

(Parisa Islam Khanet al, 2013).  

Modern urban societies also exacerbate competition among residents, creating intensified needs for self-branding, as exemplified 

by the popularity of Facebook. This competition involves getting the best jobs and positions within a company, as well as the 

nicest mates. Big towns are mating places, and across the world, the median age at which people get married has increased. 

Working people have more money and independence, and they invest their time in seeking a perfect mate. Janssens et al. (2011) 

and Griskevicius et al. (2010) indicate that men’s interest in status goods increases in an environment in which mating is a central 

preoccupation. According to this sexual perspective, men engage more in displaying their success through conspicuous objects 

and brands. Drawing from evolutionary psychology, luxury possessions act as costly signalling of good genes for reproduction. 

Thus, concern for luxury goods and services continues to grow. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this paper is to: 

(1) Highlight the relatively new luxury service market that has opened up in India in the past decade as well as highlight the 

problems and roadblocks peculiar to the Indian scenario. 

(2) Examining the current trends in this sector of marketing will give one some insights into current happenings in this fairly 

recent trending market in India which is seeing fast growth. The focus on who is the customer, how old is he, his 

changing lifestyle, spending prowess and attitude would also help in analyzing current trends. 

DATA SOURCE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis using literature and secondary data of authorised sources has been used to study luxury 

service in India. 
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GROWTH OF LUXURY SERVICE MARKET IN INDIA 

 

The luxury service market in India is a rapidly growing one, and has its particularities. The luxury market in India was valued at 

USD 4.8 billion in 2009 in comparison to USD 5.74 billion in 2010, with the overall growth of 20 per cent by CII - A.T. Kearney 

report. The luxury services had reached USD 0.95 billion with the growth at 22 per cent (09-10). According to “Indian Luxury 

Summit 2014”, the Indian luxury market has shown a healthy growth at the rate of 30 per cent in 2013 and reached USD 8.5 

billion in 2013.). “The rise in urban elite class coupled with growing Indians in the billionaire’s club has encouraged luxury 

players to woo Indian consumers. 55 billionaires with total net worth of USD 194 billion added to the global billionaire list from 

India (KPMG-ASSOCHAM “Indian Luxury Summit 2014”). 

A. LUXURY SERVICE: FINE DINING (HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS) AND TRAVEL & TOURISM (RESORTS) 

The upscale segment of the hotel industry in India is highly organized and concentrated in few key cities. The total number of 

‘keys’ (rooms) in the top 11 key cities covered by CARE Ratings is estimated at 92,537 as at the end of FY18. Of this, about 53% 

of the room inventory is concentrated in Mumbai, NCR and Bengaluru. 

Mumbai's hotel market achieved the highest occupancy recorded over the past few years amongst all major markets across the 

country and also recorded the second highest average room rate (Rs 7,740), further consolidating its position as the best 

performing hotel market in terms of RevPAR too. Premium hotels in Bengaluru witnessed a surge of 9.4% in market wide 

RevPAR in FY18. NCR is home to the largest branded hotel market in the country. Despite an increase of about 10.6% in supply 

in FY18, the market continued on its path to recovery with room rates registering a y-o-y growth of about 2.2% during the year. 

Occupancy rates in Pune registered a sharp expansion of about 500 basis points during FY18. Also, room rates have witnessed an 

increase of about 5% y-o-y leading to a sharp growth of 13.5% y-o-y in RevPAR during the year. Ahmedabad market witnessed 

healthy occupancy with over 300 basis points expansion during FY18. Hyderabad hotel market witnessed an expansion of about 

270 basis points in occupancy rates while the average rates increased only marginally by about 1% y-o-y in FY18. In Kolkata the 

average room rates witnessed about 4% y-o-y increase to reach Rs 6,050 per night. Jaipur witnessed about 6% growth in average 

room rates. In line with the ORs and ARRs, RevPARs registered about 10.8% y-o-y growth during the year. Goa continued to 

exhibit growth witnessing the highest average room rates of Rs 7,844 per night during FY18, 4.1% higher than the previous fiscal, 

surpassing the rate leader of India for the past 5 years – Mumbai. In Kerala ripple effects of floods (August 2018) were felt for a 

few months post that and demand moved to neighbouring destinations such as Sri Lanka, Thailand, etc. 

 

Fig. 1: Existing inventory (Major cities and across categories-only branded) 

SL 

NO. 
CITY 2012-13 2016-17 2017-18 

Y-O-Y  

(GROWTH) 

1 New Delhi 16,738 20,981 22,159 5.60% 

2 Mumbai 12,807 13,494 13,726 1.70% 

3 Bengaluru 8,536 11,995 12,659 5.50% 

4 Chennai 6,330 8,332 9,211 10.50% 

5 Hyderabad 5,411 6,254 6,772 8.30% 

6 Goa 4,406 6,400 6,741 5.30% 

7 Pune 5,317 6,445 6,330 -1.80% 

8 Jaipur 4,129 5,058 5,426 7.30% 
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9 Kolkata 2,163 3,199 3,860 20.70% 

10 Ahmedabad 2,477 3,117 3,393 8.90% 

11 Agra 1,299 2,092 2,260 8.00% 

 
Total 69,613 87,367 92,537 5.90% 

12 Other Cities 24,642 31,852 35,626 11.80% 

 
Total 94,255 1,19,219 1,28,163 7.50% 

 Source: Hotelivate 

 

In Agra higher occupancy translated into a growth of over 7% in RevPARs during the year. 

Each star category witnessed a y-o-y increase in RevPAR in FY18, with the 3-star category leading the pack. Despite registering a 

decline in occupancy rates, 2-star hotels witnessed the maximum growth in the group in average room rates increasing by about 

8.5% y-o-y during FY18. This was followed by 3-star hotels that registered a growth of about 5% y-o-y in FY18. 4 star and 5-star 

D hotels recorded a growth of 3% y-o-y each in average room rates. 5-star hotels, however, registered the lowest growth about 

1.8% y-o-y in the group during the year. 

 

Fig. 2: Top Brands in Hotel Industry in India offering luxurious service 

Domestic Hotels International Hotels 

Bharat Hotels Ltd Accor 

EIH Ltd Swissotel Hotels & Resorts 

Hotel Leelaventure Ltd Four Seasons Hotels Inc 

Taj Hotels Palaces 

Resorts Safaris 
Intercontinental 

ITC Ltd Best Western Hotel 

Neesa Leisure Ltd Hyatt 

Pride Hotels Carlson Rezidor 

Park Hotels Berggruen Hotels 

Lemon Tree Hotels Hilton Hotels 

Sarovar Hotels & 

Resorts 
Wyndham Hotels 

Royal Orchid Hotels Choice Hotels 

Concept Hospitality Marriott International 

 
Starwood Hotels & Resorts 

Source: Care Ratings 2019 

 

Mr. Rawat, Secretary General ASSOCHAM had rightfully stated that, “The growing restaurants are trying their best to tap 

younger generation who are always hungry for exquisite. The consumers in their late 20’s and 30’s are increasing catered by the 

speciality restaurant owners and five-star hotels as they are more experimental and have money to spend.” (CII-A.T. KEARNEY 

REPORT (2011), India luxury review) “We have seen double-digit growth in our hospitality business here, and our economic 

forecast reveals that India’s growth will outstrip that of China in the next 10 years,” said Craig Smith, president, Marriott Asia 

Pacific. 

GST RATES APPLICABLE TO HOTELS 

On July 1st 2017, when the GST was first introduced in the country, the rates prescribed for hotels were 18% on a/c restaurants. 

Hotels having tariff above 5000 will be considered luxury hotels and charged at 28%. These rates were met much criticism from 

all stakeholders connected with the hotel and restaurants sector. Riyaz Amlani, president of NRAI (National Restaurant 

Association of India) stated that heavy taxation and regulations would result in the ‘’leakage‟ in revenues and that restaurants and 

hotels should be given impetus as they provide a lot of jobs and are critical for tourism to grow. The clamour for revision of rates 

in the hotels was finally considered by the GST council amidst mounting criticism and protests from different strata of the society. 

In the 23rd GST Council Meeting held on 10th November 2017, the GST rates applicable for restaurants were reduced. The new 

rates which came into effect from 15th November 2017 stated that Stand-Alone Restaurants including mess, canteen which does 

not have an attached residential or lodging facility will have to charge 5% GST on all food and drinks. The 5% GST rate will be 

divided between 2.5% CGST and 2.5% SGST. In case of a restaurant, mess, canteen or eating joint attached to a hotel, residential 

or lodging facility, the GST rate chargeable will be dependent upon the maximum room declared tariff charged by the lodging 

facility. Even if one of the rooms has a declared tariff of more than Rs.7500, the GST rate chargeable would be 18%. If the 

declared tariff for all the rooms in the lodging facility is less than Rs.7500 per night/day, the GST rate applicable for the 

restaurant would be 5%. 
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Fig. 3: GST Rates Applicable to Hotels 

Services Pre-GST Regime 
Post 

GST 

 
Central Taxes State Taxes Regime 

A/c restaurant in 5 star or above rated hotel 
15% on service 

component^^ 

12.5% for food bill 

20.0% for alcohol bill 
18.0%^ 

Accommodation in hotels, guest houses, etc. 

room tariff Rs 1,000/- and Rs2,500/- per day   
12%^ 

Accommodation in hotels, guest houses, etc. 

room tariff Rs 2,500/- and Rs7,500/- per day 
9% 10% 18%^ 

Accommodation in hotels, guest houses, etc. 

where room tariff is above Rs7,500/- per day 
9% 10% 28.0%^ 

Note: ^ With full input tax credit 

   
IMPACT OF GST ON HOTEL SECTOR 

1. Multiple taxes are replaced by single tax, therefore lower tax rate helps in attracting more tourists in India.   

2. Centralised registration is compulsory in each state where they providing hotel facility on own account or through agency.   

3. Provision for GST audit if the total turnover is more than prescribed limit. 

4. Hotel and restaurant have to make appropriate policy on discount offers and policies in advance, it shall be a part of 

documentation.   

5. Every receipts/ invoice inward and outward supplies have to be uploaded in the system.  

6. Alcohol and electricity are out of the preview of GST. Hotel industry would not be able to avail the input credit on the two 

items which will have a negative impact on this sector.  

7. All restaurant is not eligible to charge GST on food bills only those who not registered can’t charge GST. 

TAX RATE UNDER GST FOR HOTELS AND RESTAURANT 

Room accommodation: rent from 2500 to 7500 at 18% and room rent more than 7500 at 28%.  Supply of food: For AC restaurant 

18% is levied on food bill.  Supply of alcohol: All restaurant who serve alcohol is chargeable at 18% on bill regardless they are 

AC or non-AC restaurant. Rent a cab: If fuel cost is borne by service provider at 5% and fuel cost is borne by recipient at 18% is 

charged. Rent premises for event and conference -18%; Tele communication facility -18%. Business support services, laundry 

service, beauty parlour, gymnasium service, club facility is charged at18%. 

B. LUXURY CONCIERGE SERVICES IN INDIA 

Customers who appreciate the fine touch of luxury, wearing a luxury watch or driving a sports car is not enough. Being able to 

take part in unique & rich experiences is part of the lifestyle and price most often is just a number. With rising disposable 

incomes, access to internet, and awareness of global culture, spread of millennial culture the number of people in India who are 

looking for such novel experiences has increased many folds. 

C. SPA AND LUXURIOUS BEAUTY SERVICES 

Increased disposable income and growing concern of being good looking, the expenditure of the customers in this sector 

significantly increased. To stand out in the competition increasing value proposition is important. It is estimated that the salon and 

spa business together account for 31 per cent of the total size of the beauty and wellness market. 

ANALYSIS OF THE LUXURY SERVICE MARKET IN INDIA: GROWTH-DRIVERS, OPPORTUNITIES, 

CHALLENGES 

Growth of luxury service is backed by various Government of India (GoI) initiatives such as introduction of e-visa in November 

2014, development of rail & road infrastructure, along with promotion of medical and cruise tourism. The report of KPMG-

ASSOCHAM “India Luxury Summit 2014” has clearly divided the luxury consumer segment into two – ‘already existing 

consumers’ and ‘upcoming consumers.’ In addition to already existing consumers such as traditionally wealthy individuals and 

individuals who have gained the high net worth position, there are new set of consumers who have driven the growth of the 

luxury market in India. This new set of consumers named as ‘closet consumers’ or ‘new age high net worth individuals’ is 

evolving in India.  These customers today are accepting and adopting international customs and trends at a much faster pace than 

anticipated. The extremely experimented nature of the consumer is coming in handy. Joint purchase decisions are made for hotels, 

resorts and restaurants. Price parity, “Indianization”, customised services are giving boost to luxury service market. The 

favourable economic conditions, easy consumer credit, increase in consumer spending, changes in consumer’s consumption and 

spending patterns, increase in young working population and increasing craze for brands and luxury products and services, 

especially among youth are the reason for the blooming market. From 2006 to 2013, the number of high-net-worth individuals 

grew by 200 per cent in India. Households with an annual disposable income of above USD 100,000 has increased by 60 percent, 

to 1.1 million in 2013 from 700,000 in 2006. Online channel represents 25% of market value. 100% of luxury purchases will be 

influenced by online interaction new generation will deliver 130% of market growth, as per India Luxury Review. 
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Business travellers can also be attributed to the increased business opportunities internationally. Business travellers who travel for 

short duration are ready to pay higher price in exchange for flexibility of being able to book a room at the last minute. India is 

expected to move up five spots to be ranked among the top five business travel market globally by 2030, as business travel 

spending in the country is expected to treble until 2030 from US$ 30 billion in 2015. 

India's Tourism sector has been performing well with Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs growing by 9.7% to 8.8 million and Foreign 

Exchange Earnings (FEEs) at 8.8% to US$ 22.9 billion in 2016. FTAs during 2017 were 10.2 million, with a growth of 15.6%, 

while FEEs from tourism were US$ 27.7 billion, with a growth of 20.8% over 2016. Thus, giving a boost to luxury services. 

People plan for holidays, outings, travel spots and vacations as the festival seasons start following one after the other each year. 

The first thing people look out when it comes to staying out of their homes is luxury hotels. Luxury hotels have come a long way. 

From being the only grand hotel in India to multi-channel hotel chains, one runs out of count, as there has been mammoth growth 

in the Luxury Hotel market in India. 

 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2017 (Jan- Nov) 2018 (Jan-Nov) 

6.9 7.7 8 8.8 7.5 6.4 7.5 

 

Fig. 4: Foreign Tourist Arrivals Trend (in millions) 

 

 
 

Source: Ministry of tourism 

 

Revolution of Digital Media and Communication Networks have helped the luxury service market to grow beyond boundaries. 

There is an increase in Potential Destinations on Luxury Map. New destinations are catching the attention of luxury players like 

North Mumbai/Juhu, Gurgaon, Ahmedabad, Amritsar, Chandigarh, Bhubaneshwar, Surat, Coimbatore, Goa, Guwahati, Jaipur, 

Kochi, Kolkata, Raipur, Indore, Meerut, Dehradun, Ludhiana, Jalandhar and many others. Booming demand for luxury cruises is 

being noticed –best performing luxury market segment in 2018 in real terms, with expedition segment confirmed as star 

performer. Continuing positive momentum for Spirits, boosted by increasing demand for exclusive clubs and craft spirits. Brands 

will cross-over typical competitive boundaries, converging into one market. 

Immense growth expected for the luxury Concierge services in India is very exciting; but with all enticing opportunities come 

challenges. With the business being too lucrative due to commissions involved various startups have also started offering such 

services at a fraction of the cost so there is tough competition in the market. 

Government approvals and licenses, fiscal incentives, regulatory framework (Especially FDI), suitable employee skill sets, 

shortage of trained employees are still to some extent poses threat to the growth of luxury service sector. But FDI has provided 

opportunity too. The introduction of FDI has encouraged foreign investors and brands to collaborate with the domestic luxury 

hotels. Furthermore, it has provided the required exposure to the foreign companies and domestic companies. There is cut throat 

competition between the luxury brands and all are collectively working to fetch as many customers as they can before the market 

grows any further. On one hand, there is the need to promote try-outs, educate and enhance awareness with regard to luxury 

branded services at appropriate price points among the budding buyers emerging from middle class strata of the society having 

high disposable income but, may not spend high. Secondly, there is also strong requirement to fulfil the customers’ expectations 

with regard to the availability of appropriate range and freshness of merchandise. In addition to this, and infrastructure 

development are also challenges to be faced by the luxury service market, India. younger customers will represent ~55% of the 

market in 2025 and would deliver ~130% of total growth over the 2018-2025 period. Millennials are one step ahead in the digital 

space and are drawn towards hotels and services that meet their technology demands so that has to be met. Sixty percent of 

Millennials consider themselves spenders, not savers 

The luxury service market can win by developing dedicated and proactive strategies for customers. Stand-out by designing a 

“unique” winning formula shaped around new consumer needs. Focus effort and strategy on winning younger generations as key 

engine of future market growth. Leverage new advanced technologies as fundamental enabler of the strategy to spread beyond 

boundaries and create awareness. Another change that is overdue is providing Frictionless Guest Experience. From strengthening 

loyalty programs to providing efficient direct-booking channels all play a role in creating a direct relationship with the guest. 

Technology can play a big role in this. Moreover, Millennials are heavily influenced by online reviews. 
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CONCLUSION 

Growth in the demand for goods and services is the key factor of the growth of Indian economy over the past 20 to 30 years. 

Today's discerning travellers do not shy away from spending on upscale or luxury hotels in such destinations. Positive growth is 

being noticed in real terms for luxury hotels; travel has become a “state of mind” with hotel evolving into social venues in-sync 

with the city. Hotels across the world are beginning to shift their focus on millennials who are more prone to extend business trips 

with leisure time. This will blur the line between business and leisure hotels and create new name for luxury. The luxury service 

market has immense opportunity in India. Luxury is consumption at its best: it delivers rare intense emotions (love, power, 

pleasure, pride, reward, social sign) If the market players rightfully apply energy conservation strategy; invest in right technology, 

go for efficient procurement and train people thus setting up more quality infrastructure for service the market can reach zenith. 

Luxury services providers in India must focus on luxury as “personal expression” as “art of living” as “affirmation of power” and 

“as membership” in order to survive and grow. 

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

The study shall be processed further using primary data and applying required statistical tools. 
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